
Student Name: ASPIRE Competency: Reason for Nomination:

Lafferty Rory Alfie Fitzpatrick Independent

Alfie has put in great effort week after week during this period of home 

learning, consistently producing high quality work. Well done Alfie!

Hitchins Emily Alicia-John Charles Emotionally Literate

Fantastic work with our learning about BLM. Really thought provoking 

response and incredibly brave and personal. Alicia always does her best and 

is very worthy of this award

Woodings Vicky Amy Lewis Independent

Amy has led the national enterprise challenge team as project manager and 

has independently given her time to organising and supporting the team 

entry. This has showed all the ASPIRE competencies and I am really proud of 

the work produced so far.

Lamonde Lynn Bethany (Leo) Feltham Ambitious

Leo has completed every assignment in both his Art and Photography during 

Lockdown. He has also kept in touch sending me some of his own 

Photographs. Beautiful Fox Photos Leo! Well done. Very proud of you!

Tavinor Martha Billy Edwards Physically Literate

Billy has worked hard on his SMHW tasks over the last month and has really 

commited himself to his DofE award. He has shown high levels of physical 

literacy in a number of tasks particularly pitching his tent and completing his 

rugby drills in his garden for his DofE physical section. Well done! 

Islam Shamima Billy Howlett Resilient

Billy has been struggling to keep up with his work, espeically during lockdown 

where working independently hasn't been easy. Espeically where Billy has 

had to practice exam questions on his own. So far Billy has submitted great 

quality work showing resilience at this very difficult time. Keep it up.

Coslett Tracey Caileigh Gailor Independent

Continually impressing me with her effort to submit high quality work. She 

has not let our current situation get to her and has maintained a great 

attitude

Barter Amber Christina Trent Resilient

Despite a difficult week with workload last week, Christina has used her 

resilience to manage her workload effectively and I am very proud of the 

independence she has displayed
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Haskins Ebony Christina Trent Resilient

Christina has shown extreme resilience throughout lockdown. She has put 

100% effort into every single task set for her.

Jackson Linda Christina Trent Resilient

Christina has put in a huge amount of effort and hard work during the current 

lockdown period.  Well done Christina!

Harpham Gist Anna Christina Trent Resilient

Christina has shown resilience when faced with challenging TED tasks. She 

has responded well to guidance and has communciated well with teachers 

and TAs. 

Thornley Jennifer Danielle Illsley Resilient

Showing great resilience when starting a new school at the beginning of 

lockdown and being in school regulary completing lots of great work. Well 

Done Danielle.

Keeling Sarah Danielle Ilsey Ambitious

Danielle consistently works hard during this provison and chose to complete 

extra literacy. She has shown that she can and wants to push herself.

Pollard Donna Ella Stephens Independent

Ella has, since day one of lockdown, been commited to her studies.  Her work 

has not only been of a good standard but she is showing excellent progress 

throughout this tough time.  She is not afraid to question or challenge and 

she is showing herself to be an independent and resilient student.  So proud 

to be her teacher.

Cook Louise Ella-Grace Tyrrell Independent

Ella has worked very hard on all tasks during the school closure and 

completes every piece of English work to a high standard. Written tasks are 

completed with flair and it is a pleasure to read and mark her work. She 

should be very proud of all she has achieved during this time!

How Jayne Ellie Crowhurst Resilient

Ellie has worked so hard on SMHW, completing all tasks with detail and 

brilliant presentation. Ellie has overcome struggles with her work and is 

progressing really well. Well done Ellie, you're in a great position for the next 

academic year heading into year 11. Super!! 

Plunkett Katy Ellie Redmond Resilient

Ellie has worked so hard to catch up with all her Sport work after the arrival 

of her baby sibling caused a break in her studies. Great Resilience to work 

hard and catch up. Well done Ellie.

Twigg Kirsty Faith Sheppard Independent

Faith has produced outstanding work for French, week after week, without 

fail. AMAZING!! Well done Faith :)



Mathers Christophe Freddie Gonsalves Resilient Superb effort in Science, listening to feedback and acting upon it.

Livermore James Gabriel Cordeiro Independent

Completing every science task on show my homework and assessing them as 

well. Brilliant work and effort.

Franklin Kelly Grace Green Resilient

I am so proud of how Grace has conducted herself through lockdown! She 

tries very hard to always do the right thing and I am super pleased that she is 

now attending school, it cheers me up to see her every Thursday :) 

Al-Jassar Nicola Harley Lydford Resilient Finding things very difficult but is still trying 

Gallacher Andrew Harrison Deane Resilient

Harrison has produced great work during lockdown. Excellent effort and 

attitude towards independent learning and resilience.

Hardcastle Hannah Hayley Mann Ambitious

 Hayley embodies what I understand ASPIRE to represent. Her dedication, 

work ethic and commitement is exemplary. The standard of work Hayley 

continues to produce week in, week out is phenomenal. She has been 

absolutely incredible this year. 

Tauringana Panashe Heather Wicks Ambitious

Heather has completed all her work in maths to the best of her ability and is 

always trying to get better scores. She always trys the tasks again and keep 

working until she does this.

Langston Julianne Heather Wicks Independent

Heather has consistently been putting 100% effort into her English work 

during this period. She uses feedback to continue improving, and is always 

polite. Well done Heather!

Haines Sally Imogen Cobb Independent

Imgogen has really impressed us these last few months with her outstanding 

commitment to her French studies & has produced such impressive French 

well done!

Lever Michelle Imogen Cobb Emotionally Literate

For outstanding contribution to family - looking after little sister during 

lockdown, so that Mum and Dad can both work from home.

Sherwood Elinor Isabelle Mitchell Resilient

Isabelle has worked extremely hard at her maths during school closure. She 

has stayed resilient and committed, even when the tasks are challenging. She 

should be very proud of her achievements! 

Dunn Mike Jack Norton Independent

Jack has been smashing his Product Design work. The quality and volume of 

his work has been awesome and he's gone from strength to strength. 



Smith Sarah Jack Norton Independent

Jack has not only handed work in, on time each week to a high standard, but 

he has consistently done extension tasks and succeeded at them. Jack's work 

has been a pleasure to mark - I know that Mr Fry feels the same way as well. 

We are both very, very proud of Jack and all that he has accomplished under 

such difficult circumstances. I would like to add 'resilient' as well as 

independent to his nomination.

Scagell Russell Jack Norton Resilient

Jack has been so organised with online work recently - completing tasks and 

asking questions on SMHW when needing help with work. Keep up the good 

work, Jack!

Lewis Affolake Jessica Bartlett Independent

In her own time, Jessica completing the final pieces of work for her Gold Arts 

Award whilst at home during the lockdown (only 6th form student to do so 

this year). 

Taafe Dean Jessica Bartlett Independent Independently completing her Gold Arts Award

Deane Tracie Jonathan Ralph Ambitious

Has consistently completed his Maths work to a high standard and 

maintained this level of work.

Harlow Jamie KC Johnson Resilient

KC has worked hard on her second Assignment for BTEC Sport over thr last 

few weeks and has shown high levles ofg resiliance to catch up on all 

coursewrk missed. Brilliant effort, Well done. 

Beardsell Laura Kelsey Barton Independent

Kelsey has been completing the sixth form transition work for English 

Literature to a high standard. I'm very impressed with her determination and 

self - motivation and she shows the signs of being a fantastic A level student. 

Barr Naomi Kyle Miller Resilient

Kyle has been completing his English work to a brilliant standard and really 

pushing himself to complete all the tasks, including HoT tasks, week in, week 

out during lockdown. Superb effort, Kyle - well done!

Matthews Alexa Kyle Miller Resilient

Kyle continues to work hard and improve on his knowledge of Hospitality and 

Catering 

Farrell Emma-Jo Laila Tucker Resilient

Has put in a great effort to just keep going her maturirty to deal with the 

lockdown situation has been outstanding even though she doestn think so i 

am very proud of her. 



Perkins Jonathan Laura Burroughs Self Confident

Has really grown in confidence in communication with staff and students in 

the Academy. Has consistently demonstrated a positive attitude towards her 

learning and a desire to b successful. 

Morgan Ellen Lauren Payn Ambitious

Lauren has worked tirelessly to tackle all of her set work to an excellent 

standard. She has impressed me so much with her insight and independence.

Connery Paul Leah Alner Ambitious

Leah has worked to a consistent and high standard throughout Lockdown, 

always on time and with enthusiasm. She is keen to achieve, sets herself 

challenging standards and is a wonderful example to her peers. Well done 

Leah

McCarthy Sharon Leah Tovey Independent

Leah has completed her work to the highest standards consistently through 

lockdown. She has acted on feedback to improve future tasks, challenging 

herself and researching topics independently. 

Di Nocera Elizabeth Lewis O'Hagan Self Confident

Lewis has truely impressed me this year with his outstanding commitment to 

his French studies, he always goes above & beyond & always produces such a 

high standard of work, he is a role model to other students & even often 

helps others in class. 

Orchard Lauren Lina Salata Self Confident

Working extremely hard on extra curricular activities and having the self 

confidence to film herself from home reciting a poem. 

Betteridge Hayley Lita Greenhill Independent

Demonstrating outstanding resilience and independence with home learning. 

Well done Lita 

Trenery Linden Logan McDonnell Independent

Working with LMD on my first day back, he impressed me with his productive 

p

Currie Michael Matyas Bana Independent

Matyas has constantly produced excellent History work and has responded 

thoughtfully to all comments made on SMHK.

Hennessy Nicola Max Bayal Independent Always works independently and to the best of his ability.

Baxter Marianne Melanie Casagrande Ambitious

Melanie has worked tirelessly thoroughout lockdown to ensure she 

completes all work set and any extension tasks to the best of her ability. She 

addresses anything she is unsure of and makes a determined effort to 

overcome this and achieve fantastic things, she always goes above and 

beyond.

Child Mike Mercedes Lee Ambitious

Since Lockdown begun Mercedes have starting working on her BTEC Sport 

work to help her move into 6th form and study Level 3 Sport.



Clark Deborah Mya Culwick Independent

Mya has worked consistently well on her English tasks from home since the 

beginning of lockdown. Well done!

Launo Lorenzo Nesha Northeast Independent

Nesha has put great effort in her Spanish work week after week since the 

beginning of lockdown and used the feedback and help that she has received 

in order to improve the quality of her work.

Burt Helanna Nikita Ivanov Ambitious

Nikita has performed outstandingly throughou this process Nikita has gone 

from strength to strength. A true asset to the academy and to the 

community. I am very proud of his achievements. 

Smith Alice Nyasha Mavengere Independent

Nyasha  works incredibly hard on all tasks he is set. The work he produces is 

always to an amazingly high standard and shows clear independence and 

passion for the subject. He consistently completes his work and is a pleasure 

to teach.

Fry Jon Oliver Gonsalves Resilient

Oliver struggled to keep up with his work around the time of the start of 

lockdown and was stressed for several weeks. However, he brought himself 

out of this situation through determination, self-organisation and self-

reliance and is now submitting top quality work weekly. His poster on the 

endocrine system this week was one of the best in class.

Jones Liz Roddick Mujib Ambitious

Has completed all extension tasks set in science  before and during  lockdown 

and demonstrates all ASPIRE values in every piece. He has worked hard to  

catch up with topics taught before his arrival and drives his own learning 

whilst demonstrating impeccable manners and helping his peers.

Stobart Syreeta Rose Newton Resilient

Rose has worked extremely hard over this period. She has used the resources 

around her to produce amazing results in the tasks completed.  She has been 

resilient with the tasks set and has been consistent throughout this time. 

Orme Dan Ryan Cowan Independent

Ryan has demonstrated a hard working ethos, getting on independently to 

produce consistently good work without a fuss. 

Schmidt Daniel Sa'eed Singleton Independent

Working hard week in and week out during lockdown. So much maturity and 

resiliance. Thank you Sa'eed.



Frazer Jennifer Thomas Collinson Independent

Thomas has independently created work based around the theme of 

aeroplanes, inspired by his own dreams to become a pilot.  Thomas has made 

artwork and photographs on this idea, including several exceptionally skilful 

drawings of planes and some very high quality photographs taken from the 

airfield. Well done Thomas for your creativity, hardwork and independence. 

Burke Dominic Thomas Pearce Ambitious

Thomas has the most incredible self-motivation to study. His determination 

and perseverance to complete all tasks to the best of his ability has been 

apparent throughout year 10, but these attributes have meant he has 

maintained high level of progress in maths during the period of lockdown. 

Gobell Caroline Tiana Cheeseman Emotionally Literate

So impressed by Tiana's kind and helpful attitude, along with her amazing 

family, to have come in every two weeks and helped sort and delivered work 

packs, and picked up work from around the local area to be marked. Thank 

you Tiana.

Lyon Jordan Tiegan Hulbert Ambitious

Continually submits an extremely high standard of work, including lots of 

detail that is relevant without becoming superfluous. Seriously impressed, 

well done Tiegan!

Stanwyck Sophie Warwick Naude Resilient

Has shown great resilience. After a slight dip in work earlier on, he has 

bounced back amazingly well, caught-up with what he had missed and is now 

going from strenght to strenght in our online learning lessons. I expect great 

things from him next year.

Brown Jaqueline Will Jones Resilient

Working very hard and showing lots of resilience over what has been a 

difficult time. Well done, Will!


